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1. Introduction 

Histor~cally, the earliest attempt to detect radio radiation from a star %as by Sir Oli\er 
Lodge, sometime during 1897 to 1900. when he used a coherer to look for long h a k e  

radiation from the sun, although he d ~ d  not succeed. The flrst successful detection of 
solar radiation was made independently in 1942 by James Hey In England when he 
correctly associated the strong noise-type of interference affect~ng second world Mar 
radar equipment operating at  60 M H z  with the sun; and by G. C. Southworth in the 
United States of America when he observed rad~o  radiation from the 'quiet' sun at 
centimetre wavelengths. It was also in 1942 that solar radlo bursts associated with solar 
activity were Investigated by Hey, and this component was attributed to the 'disturbed' 
sun. The development of solar radio astronomy, the observation of galactic radio 
emission-'the radio Milky Way'-and the discovery of discrete sources of rapidly 
fluctuating intensity led to the suggestion in 1946 that the cosmic radio waves result from 
the aggregate radiation of separate stars in the Galaxy giving rise to the 'Radio star 
hypothesis' for the origin of galactic radio waves. It was soon recogn~zed that none of the 
bright stars in the Galaxy was a radio emitter and the great majorlty of the radio sources 
identified in the late 1940s and early 1950s were either extragalactic or associated with 
nebulosities in our Galaxy and therefore, 'Radio star' was a misnomer for these sources. 

It a of interest to note that Unsold (1949) had pointed out that the 'Radio stars' 
contributing to the galactic radio emission were stars of high activity-prolific in spot 
formation and flare production and having strongly variable magnetic fields 
accompanied by corpuscular streaming. Although his ideas of 'Radio <tars1 as 
contributors to Milky Way radio radiation were refuted soon after. in the l~ght of 
progress in the field in the last two decades, it seems that his basic ideas were correct in 
formulating the characteristics of real stars that could be radio emitters as evidenced by 
the discovery of radio emission from RS CVn stars. Another prediction worthy of note 
on the posdbility of observing radio emission from real stars was by Schatzman (1958) at  
the Paris symposium on radio astronomy. Basing his arguments on the association of 
strong radio emissions with solar flares, he suggested that non-stable stars, namely, T 
Tauri stars, UV Ceti type flare stars, SS Cygni stars, and novae may be possible 
candidates to search for radio emission. Following this suggestion, Lovell, In England, 
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~nlt~ated a plogram mon~tor~ng flare stars for radlo ernlsslon In 1958 September with 
t h e  750-ft radio tele5copr a t  Jodrell Bank. and Slee el a1 In Australla commenced 
ob\e~\:ltlon> oi  flare stars In 19h0 srptember us~ng the north-south arm of the cross-type 
ijrrlal at Flrur, nzar S!dney, and ~n 1962 Aprll uslng the 210-it steerable radio telescope 
at Parhe\ 4lthouph these. t ~ i o  trams reported several cases of s~multaneous radio and 
optical llare, (Lo~c l l  196.1; Slee. Hlgglns & Patston 1963; Slee, Solomon & Patston 1963, 
Hlgglnh. Solomon & Bateson 1968) and radlo flares of peak intens~tles at metre 
\va\clsngths of fels. Janskj and a few tens of Janskg, more recent observations have not 
conf~rn~ed such strong rnd~o flares (Gibson 1983; Hjeliming & Gibson 1980), and weak 
(< 100 mJ?) rnlcrowave flares have been observed from red dwarf stars using VLA 
(Kundu & Shebgaonkar 1988). Such contradictory results have been obtained in respect 
of flare stars In stellar aggregates, Onon and Pleiades, also (Slee & Higgins 197 1; 
To\.mass~an rt al. 1974; Sanamian, Venugopal & Chavush~an, 1978; Bastian et al., 1988). 

Stnce the commencement of the monitoring of radlo emisslon from flare stars in the 
late 1950s and the 1960s, many different types of stars 'have been detected to be radio 
stars. In his paper on 'Radio stars'. Hjellmlng (1976) lists seven categories of known radio 
stars. They are U V  Cetl-type flare stars, M Supergiants; variable thermal emitters; steady 
thermal emitters; 'normal' radio binaries; radio emitting x-ray stars; and pulsars. 

The initial search for radio emisslon from binaries started with red \u [ )c .~gi ;~nl~  by 
Wade & Hjellming (1971) and therr detection of a flare from a ScoB at 8 GHz on 1971 
June 1, led them to search Zor radio emission from binaries wlth known mass exchange 
and emission lines culminating in their positive radio detection (on 1971 October 1) of 
Algol and f i  Lyrae at 8 GHz and 2.7 GHz. Thls was followed by a search for radio 
emission from many other Algol and P Lyrae-type binaries (Hjellming et al. 1972). A 
very astonishing result of t h ~ s  search was the large variability from 0.01 Jy to 0.32 Jy 
within a few hours displayed by Algol. Subsequently came the successful detection of 
radio emission from AR Lacertae (Hjellming & Blankenship 1973) whlle searching for 
radio emission from binary stars with period jumps or  evolving periods and from UX 
Arietic (Gibson & Hjellrning 1975) suggested by D. Hall because of its close similarity to 
AR Lac. These positlve detections ind~cated that RS CVn-type binaries to which AR Lac 
and UX Ari belong should be radio stars (Gibson 1975). Since then systematic survey of 
RS CVn stars have been undertaken at the Algonquin Radio Observatory and the VLA. 
The extensive observational results obtained by several workers on radio emission from a 
wide variety of stellar systems induced the Herzberg Institute of Astrophysics (Canada) 
to organize a workshop on radio stars in Ottawa in 1979 June. From the report from this 
workshop (Feldman & Kwok 1979) it is seen that 'radio stars' include Algol-type systems, 
x-ray emitting radio stars, compact radio sources in the direction of supernova remnants, 
RS CVn stars, emission line stars, symbiotic stars, novae and supergiants. It is 
immediately seen that these are all binaryltriple systems. Gibson (1980) has examined the 
question of binarity as a factor in stellar radio emission and has stressed its importance 
while underlining that the specific aspects of binarity which affect the radio emission 
process are far from clear. Thus, recognizing that binarity is an important factor in stellar 
radio emission, it is appropriate that we review 'Radio emission from binary systems' a t  
this colloquium on 'Blnary stars and stellar atmospheres'. Considering the active Interests 
of the astronomers of the Centre for Advariced Study in Astronomy, the constraints of 
time and kindly feelings to the audience lest they should feel too heavily loaded, I shall 



restrict myself to revlewlng r a d ~ o  emlssron from three systems RS CVn stars, .Algol and 
Algol-type systems; and x-ray brnaries 

2. RS CVn Stars 

Radlo emlsslon at centlmetre wavelengths has been d~scovered in more than 70 KS C'i'n 
blnary stellar systems, t h ~ s  ernlsslon 1s observed to be highly time bar~able and c~rcular l~ 
~ o l a r ~ z e d .  The polar~zation is also var~able and occasion all^ components i i l t h  o n l ~ ,  one 
frequency and one circular polarization, parts of wh~ch show osclliatlons h ~ t h  psnods of 

about four mrnutes, have been observed Systematic surkeys of RS CVn blnarlt.5 h3k.e 
been carried on at the Algonquin Radro Observatory by Feldman slnce 1976 and b! 
G~bson and others using the NRAO facilities (9im. Green Bank Interferometer, and 
VLA) and the Jodrell Bank Mark I-Mark 111 interferometers slnce 1974. These s u r \ q s  
have provided extensive data primar~ly on V71 1 Tau ((HR 1099) whose radlo flares are 
quite strong, and moderate amount of data on AR Lac and U X  Arl, and meagre amount 
of data on a few other RS CVn binaries [see Asrr. J.  (1978) 83. Xo. 121. From the sene5 
of strong radio outbursts in 1978 February the following observational results are 
obtained. 

(i) RS CVn binarres produce strong variable centmetric radio em~ssion. Detailed 
'Ilght curve' obtained on nine days of flaring of H R  1099 w~ th  at least one flaring 
occurring per day. 

(li) Radio flares do not appear to be correlated with any specifrc orb~tal phase 
(observations indicate min~rnum of photometric wave occurs In the vic~nlt) of orbital 
phase 0.554.60). No correlat~ari with radio flaring apparent In the 10.5 G H z  data. 

(iii) Component stars of HR 1099 rotate synchronously. Because of chance 
occurrence of radio flares with orb~tal phase the slze of the rad~o emitting reglon IS 

probably larger than the active star ( R ,  - 3Ra = 2 X 10" cm). 
(iv) The radio flares evolve on a time scale of hours. Data show both rise and decay. 
(v) Linear decay of flux density with time fairly common. More gradual decay - 3h; 

(flare after 2 0 h u ~  on 1978 February 25). This T,, = 104s seems somewhat shorter than 
previous reports on RS CVn binaries. 

(vi) The rise times are of considerable interest and they characterize the high energy 
injection phase of the flares. The time of rise varies from 30 min to 2 hr, the best 
observational evidence favouring 2 hr. Previous estimates of 7, are an order of magnitude 
longer. Rise time is somewhat shorter than decay time scale. 

(vii) Evidence for shorter time scale variability definitely present in 10.5 GHz data- 
significant changes occur with mean epochs - 10 min apart: 

(vili) Combining coincident ARO and Haystack observatory data the radio 
spectrum is found to be flat (a = 0) at short centitnetre wavclznglhs (2 cm to 4 cm) in the 
injection and peak flux phases of major flares. Spectrum is flat also during relatively 
quiescent periods. 

(ix) Peak near O"UT 1978 February 24 second most intense &re observed at j0.5 
GHz-this IS marginally less intense than the flare at 20 hr UT 1978 February 21. T h s  is 
the first flare of February series caught and followed on the rise and well observed by 
cooperating optical astronomers. Also, observed at both very low and very high radio 
frequencies (ARO and Haystack). Low frequency radio spectrum of HR1099 during rise 



p o r t ~ : ~ n  at 22 ! ~ r  kurb phase 0.97) flat ( a  = 0)  at short cent~metre wavelengths became 
o?tl<ail\. :hlch at lor,ger wa\,elengths H~gh  frequency r h o  spectrum shows that the 
ladlc, ftarr enisslon 1s consistent vvith noatherma1 t ~ ~ g ~ l : ! ~ ~ h - ~ i - . 1 ~ p . t ~ ~ 1 1 ~ ~ 1 : i ~ .  The 
cumblned radio spectrum is rernarliabiy slrnklar to post-optlcal microwave spectra of 
E L ~ I ' ~  t!pe I V  solar radio bursts. 

j ~ )  T ~ P  radlo luminosity of HR 1099 during these outbursts peaked seven times a t  ., 1 ~ ;  LC ( 1  EU = 10'' ergs s-' H ~ - ' ) .  This luminos~ty is an order of ;?-,::~nCucEc more 
~ntrnse than the mean peak radlo flares of other RS CVn stass. Thrs is also - 8 8 5  times 
mare 1nte1:se than the greatest type IV solar microwave burst ever recorded. 

! \ I )  Obser\atluns b) Broun R: Crane (1978) durlng 1978 February 21 to 26 with the 
hi<-\O Cour tkment ~nttrfc.rometer operating at 2695 MHz and 8085 M H z  gave the 
Iol:cru Ing results. 

( a )  t l R  I099 \ i ,~s  qu~ t s  actlkrr throughout the per~od, the flux density at 8085 M H 7  
hclng al\\alb higher than at 2695 hlHz I e. spectral Index (Y > 0 (Sav" .  

( b )  Source was more active at 8085 MHz than at 2695 MHz. 
( c )  Vanatlsns at the two frequencies In the same sense at the same time. 
(d 1 HR 1099 &as c~rcularly polarized at both the frequenc~es. The magnitude of the 

oolar17ntion - 4OC; and the rap~d changes In the polarization are unprecedented. Earlier 
\aPues repo~ted are - 8 5  at 8085 MHz and not polarized at 2695 MHz (Owen. Jones & 
Gibson 1976) and - 20% at  1400 MHz (Spangler 1977). Nearly always the circular 
polarlzatlon IS greater at the lower frequency. 

(e)  Correlat~on of clrcular polarlzat~on w ~ t h  variations In total intensity not 
s!stematic but errat~c--when spectrum is steep, sometimes degree of polar~zation large 
and at other t~mes  negligibly small -sometimes the sense of polarizat~on is the same at 
buth the frzyuencles and other times there IS change In sense. The presence of circular 
polarlrat~on suggests that the em~ssion mechan~sm ln\olves a process In a structured 
magnetlc fleld The differences In the degree of polar~zation at the two frequenc~es help to 
Investlgstr the magnetlc cond~tions w~thin the source 

(t) Dui~ng actlke per~ods at the lowe: frequency (2695 MHz)  the activity is only In a 
slnglc sense (LCP) but at 8085 MH7 ~t I S  In both (LCP and RCP). 

(g) .4t 3695 MHz. during times of large circular polarizat~on large flux density 
changes (factor of two) In left circular component occur in short intervals (2  mln) and 
cha~ac te r~s t~c  s~nusoidal modulat~ons seen with a period of - 4 min recurring on intervals 
sf 4 to 6 min. No s~gnificant periodicities in either 2695 MH; RCP data or ~ r a  8085 MHz 
data. 

(h)  Large circular polarizations occur at zero phase (1.e. at con~unction with the 
more actlvr component In front). 

( I )  The sense of polarization at 8085 M H z  changes at con~unction. 
The nonthermal character of the radio emission has been better established by the 

1978 February events. The emission process is a magnetic phenomenon, almost certainly 
magnetobremsstrahlung (gyrosynchrotron radiation from mildly relativistic electrons). 
T h ~ s  conclusion is based on the nonthermal radio spectrum, high percentage of circular 
polarizatlon. the h~gh  flux density level of radio emission and rapid time variability and 
absence of hard x-ray emission during the period of radio outbursts. This assumption of 
gyrosynchrotron radiation process enables estimation of physical parameters of the radio 
flare process (Spangler 1977; Owen, Jones & Gibson 1976). The characteristic decay time 



of 10.5 GHz r ad~o  flares is T - lo4. This is mainly due to gyos>nchrotron radiation 
losses. Then the magnetic field is - 7 5 6  wh~ch 1s conslsrent w~th the circular polarlzatlon 
obsewat~ons df Brown & Crave (1978). From the low frequency cu! off of the radlo 
spectrum of HR I099 due to synchrotron sclf-ahsorpr~on, the source r ~ d l u s  R = 3 x 

IO''S;,;' (BIU--magnt.t~c fleld in unlts of IOG) Tlae optlcriil!, t.h~n pnrt o i  the \pectruni I >  

flat !(Y = 0). The dlstance to HR 1099 is 35 pc. Hence, lcr 6 = 75 G a a s ,  R = 5 ic 10' ' 
cm. Thls 1s consistent with CT - 2 X 10" cm from observed minute to minute \anations. 
Thls est~mate of llncar slze correspor~ds to - 2 mrlliarcsec at x-band The 51re I S  

comparable to values denved for AR Lac (Owen & Spangler 1977) and U S  .4n (Backer 
& Sramek quoted in Hall 1978). Th:s angular size is consistent wlth VLBl results 
obta~ned for H R  1099, UX Ari and H R  51 10 (Resch er al. quoted in Hall 1978; O ~ e n ,  
Jones Sr. Gibson 1976; Lestrade et al. 1984a; Mutel el  al. 1984; Lestrdde er a/. 1984b). The 
derived lineai size ind~cates that the emltting reglon is comparable ro or smaller than the 
overall sue of the binary system. For R = 5 X 10" c n  the observed 10 5 G H z  bursts of 
1978 February and 1 65GHz VLBl observations of 1983 Februar! yield brightness 
temperature of - 1 0 " ' ~ .  Thls explains the negl~gible Inverse Compton radiat~on The 
ridlo enllsslon from RS CVn stars has close s~rnilar~ties to solar rad~o events. at least at 
cent~metre wavelengths. The RS CVn events are typically 10'-10~ times more luminous. 

Hall (1972, 1976) and others have put forward model lncorporatlng giant spot 
groups and other scaled up physical man~festation of the magnetically actibe sun. Also. a 
slrnple kinematic dynamo model has been put forward (Hall & Shore 1978) which has 
been reasonably successful in exp1alnln.g a number of the observed peculiar~t~es of the 
source. 

The increased radio luminosity of the RS CVn stars has a bearing on their blnarity 
in the sense that the enhanced dynanos and the strong tldal effects increase the magnetic 
field strengths (G~bson 1980). Because of tldal effects stars orbit synchronously and t h ~ s  
causes the rotational velocities to be typ~cally 10 times larger than In the solar type slngle 
stars. Because of thls, greatly ~ncreased dynamo action in the convective envelope is 
caused which enhances the magnetic fields. The result of the increased dynamo actlon 
and t~da l  distortion effects' is the occurrence of large star spots on the RS CVn systems 
covering 25% to 50% of the cooler component. The migration of star spots with stellar 
longitude over a period of years is responsible for energetic panicles. analogous to the 
solar phenomenon, which give rise to the radio, events. 

From the VLBl  observations of UX Arietis and HR 1099 (Mutel er al. 1984), it 
seems the gyrosynchrotron model w ~ t h  power law energy distnbution of electron< can 
reasonably explain the observed brightness temperature and the polarlzat~on properties 
and there is no need to invoke coherent mechan~sms such as electron cyclotron maser. 

However, it should be pointed out that higher angular resolut~on observations will 
yield detailed information on the size and shape of the emission region which will enable 
better modelling and therefore better understanding of these interesting binary systems. 

3. Algol-type systems 

The prototype of this class of radio binaries u the triple star P Persei (Algol) and includes 
close binary systerhs such as CC Cas, b Per, AR Lac and possibly P Lyrae. Among these 
the best studied is Algol with lot of observational information. The characteristics of an 
'Algol-type' event, according to Hjellm~ng (1972), are a flat radio spectrum before the 



~ h r c ' .  nl!h higher f l u x  levels at hlgh frequencies durlng the flare and decay of the flare 
ttxent until a relatljely flat spectrum 1s reached at low flux levels We discuss a few 
mrnlbz , f the class before considering Algol itself. 

I t  1, a masslye close blnary 1~1th both components more than 10 M M  Radio emission was 
\earthed lor from this system using the NKAO Interferometer operating simultaneously 
at two 1.rsquencles 2695 and KO85 M H z  The observatlons were made in 1973 September 
and 1974 March (Glbson & Hlellmlng 1974) and the radlo emisslon was detected from 
the source on three days In s ep t em~er  The other observations failed to  detect any 
crnisslon Thls. perhaps, 1s Indicative of 'cycles of activity' observed in Algol 

fhe observatlons clearly reveal that when the source is active ~t 1s stronger a t  the 
hlghcr frequency or has a flat spectrum. these charactenstics assign CC Cas, which 
conslsrs of two 09 1V stars, to the 'Algol type' system. 

I'hi5 ystem conslsts of the spectral types, G2 IV-V and KO 1V. Flrst detected as a radio 
emitter In 1973 January and February (Illellming & Blankenship 1073) it was again 
obserbed in 1973 October using the N R A O  interferometer (Gibson & Hjellming 1974). 
The 'Algol-type' rad~o event observed durlng October 16-1 8 reveals most Interesting data 
with strong flux densities whlch enable detailed quantitative Interpretation. This event 
has sim~larities w ~ t h  typ~cal 'Algolflare' events: The duration of AR Lac event was about 
23 hr (Algol 16 hr). R~se  tlme for AR Lac event is seen to be faster than typlcal Algol 
events. The spectral index increased more rap~dly and reached higher values than those 
obtalned for Algol events. The rapid rise time in AR Lac event may be suggestive of the 
sadden onset (discontinuities) of radio ernisslon on time scales of minutes seen In Algol. 
Such sudden spurts may point to the sudden reenergnation of radlo ern~tting regions wlth 
sue3 of the order of tens of light minutes or less. 

Gibson & Hjellming (1974) discuss the radio properties of the six systems for whlch 
the binarity I S  definlte viz. CC Cas, AR Lac, j3 Per, f l  Lyr, b Per and HDE 226868 (Cyg 
X-I) 

I-he lnltlal suggestlo . (Hjellm~ng 1972) of interpreting the Algol-type radio events as 
thermal emission from a hot and transient plasma has not been found to be tenable by 
the extensive observations of these events: occasional events with nonthermal spectra 
have been detected; thermal interpretation warrants detection of appreciable amounts of 
s-rays which are not seen to  accompany radio flares in Algol; the angular size of Algol 
derived from hlgh resolution radio observations during major radio events leads t o  lower 
limlt of brightness temperature of 2 X lo7 K which makes the x-ray emission requirement 
untenable. Gibson & lljellming have calculated the brightness temperatures on the 
assumption that the radio slzes of the binary systems are of the order of  their size scales 
and flnd that the brightness temperatures are quite high with 1.2 X 1012 K in the &se of 
Cyg X-1. This suggests that if the sizes are of the order of the stellar discs Tb would be 
much greater than 10'' K requiring coherent mechanisms to account for the radio 
emission. This would require inverse compton scattering effects t o  be caused with the 
productron of hard x-rays. It is therefore interesting that the one system with the highest 
brightness temperature HDE 226868 (Cyg X-1) is an x-ray source. 
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Another very Interesting correlation discovered by Glbson & Hjellming (1973) is that 
between the maximunl radio luminos~ty at 8085 M H z  (L?;I:&) and the mass of the blnary 
system. This, according to them, supports the conclusion that the source of energ! 
supply, for the processes that eventually result In variable ernisslon, is the gral~tatlonal 
energizatlon of matter falling on or near the surface of one of the binary components. Of 
course, there is need for more such observations to establ~sh firmly the validity of thls 
conclusion. 

/3 Persei (Algol) 

~ l g o l  can be considered as the prototype of the radio stars because of the extenslke 
observations on it including VLBl observations of the radio-flarmg reglon in two ehents 
and the very high levels of flaring recorded. The variation in flarlng level is clearly seen 
from the observations made during four years from 1971 to 1975 (Hjellmlng 1976) 
although this 1s too short a period to draw any conclusions on the cycle of activity similar 
to solar activity cycles. Perhaps such variations could explain the non-detect~on of radio 
em~ssion from sirnllar radio binaries at any time. 

Algol radlo variations fall into three recognizable classes. 
(i) The single peaked flare event where the decay time is typically twice the rise time. 

Occasionally double peaks are seen. Flux dens~ty at higher frequency greater than at 
lower frequency; (ii) featureless vanability with flat spectrum, and (1i1) rare non-thermal 
events. 

Each of the three non-thermal Algol events recorded is unlque. 
(i) 1975 January 23 : a clearly decaying non-thermal event was followed by a more 

typical event. (ii) 1972, January 1 1  . a very short event, duration 2 hr, decaying rapldly 
(exponentially) as a non-thermal source. (hi) 1974 September 12 : typical high frequency 
dominated flare evolving into a non-thermal decay. 

Similarity of different Algol events (Gibson 1975) : 
(i) Shape quite slrnilar with decay times longer than rise times. (ii) Major parameter 

distinguishing different peaking events is the flux density at the peak. (iil) The typical life 
tlme from initial rise to final decay is 16 hr. 

The most important radio observations of Algol are the two VLBI measurements of 
the evolving radio source: 

(i) The 0.7 Jy event of 1974 May 4-5 (Clark et a!. 1975) 
8 GHz; 20 X 106 wavclzngth baseline 
Slightly resolved source, angular size - 0.004 arcsec (- 0.1 A.U.) 
TB 4 X 10% 
Data consistent with either a source expanding at 500-1000 kms-' or a 
stationary elliptical source 

(ii) The IJy event 1975 January 16 (Clark er al. 1976) 
8 GHz; 20 X lo6, 85 X lo6 and 100 X lo6 wavelenglh baselines 
source size 0.001 8 arcsec (- 0.045 A.U.) 
Te " 1 0 " ~ .  

From these it is clear that the radio source was larger than the size of each star (0.03 
A.U.) and was about the size of the environment between the stars. Thermal model is not 
tenable for these events. 

Most reasonable working hypothesis for the Algol radio emission is incoherent 
synchrotron radiation from relativistic electrons in a relatively dense environment. 



Kr:srnrl! I ~ s t r a d c  et ul ( 1988) ha1.e prtsented results of dual frequency (2 3 GHz and 8.4 
G H I ~  nl?d dual polarlzatlon (left and rlght circular) VLBl observatlons of the Algol 
stcllxr s l s t c ~ r i  Elght radio telescopes In the USA. one In Spaln and one in West Germany 
formed t h r  eirments of the V L B  array and the observations at three epochs : 1983 March 
10 S l  GH7. 1983 M a y  11--3 3 and 8 4 G H z  s~rnultaneous and 1983 October 16--1.65 
Cf H I  dual  po!ar~/at~on Fhelr obsen at~ons prov~de strong evtdence that al l  the three 
inc.ch~n~sms gyros~,nch;otron. synchrotron and coherent r ad~o  emlsaion procrsseb 
(i.irc:[on-c!clot~on maser) operate In the Algol system. They have suggested a cianple 
pht41cdl ~nodr l  \+h~ch  ~ncludes all the three mechan~sms. 

4. X-ray emitting radio stars 

The best studled of thls class of rad~o stars is Cygnus X-3. This was first detected as a 
h~ghly varlable r ad~o  source a t  1415 MHz with the Westerbork Synthesis R a d ~ o  
Telescope during observations In 1971 July and October and 1972 March by Braes & 
Mllsy ( 1971) and confirmed by observatlons in 1972 Aprll and May with the NRAO 
~nterierometcr by Hjellmlng et a/  (1972). In 1972 September, two giant r a d ~ o  outbursts 
were observed from Cyg X-3 described as 'the most impressive outburst ever w~tnessed by 
rad~o astronomers' (Gregory et al. 1972). The extensive data triggered a spate of studles 
leading zo many ~nterpretatlons. These have shown that the outbursts are nonthermal and 
are most llkeiy produced by the sudden injection of relativistic electrons into an1 
expand~ng plasma cloud containing non-relativistic gas (Seaquist & Gregory 1977; 
Mascher & Brown 1975). The relativistic electrons may be produced in the plasma clouds 
from high energy y-rays emitted by a central engine in the source (Vestrand 1983). This 
suggests an expansion of the radio source soon after the outburst. In September 1982 
Cyg X-3 flared up with a series of giant outbursts. The observations sf  these bursts made 
with the VLA and VLBI by Geldzahler.et al. (1983) indicate an  expansion rate of 0.010 
arcsec per day which corresponds to linear expansion at a speed of 3 0.3%. 

The MERLIN, VLA, and Cambridge 5-km observations of the bursts of 1983 
October (Spencer et al. 1986) seem to favour a rate of 12 milliarcsec per day. They 
suggest that a model of symmetrical expansion about the star a t  a velocity of 0.35c, with 
a later outburst accornpznying the formation of hot spots in the jet possibly by means of 
interaction with a surrounding gas shell best fits the observations. Johnston et al. (1986) 
report on the flux density variations of Cygnus X-3 for the period 1982 October through 
1985 March a t  11 cm and 3.7 dm. The flaring events observed during the period may be 
attributed to variable accretion rate on to the collapsed star of the binary system. They 
mentlon a possibility of a 120d periodicity in the large flaring events. This periodicity 
may be ihe result of the modulation of the accretion rate by a third body. The 
remarkable event of 1983 September-October, monitored a t  6 cm, displayed variations on 
time scales of minutes t o  hours. The 6 cm data did not reveal any periodicity of - 4.8 hr 
In the radio emission with amplitude greater than 5 0  mJy. 

In the recent IAU Circular No. 4798 Waltrnan el al. report that V1521 Cyg (Cygnus 
X-3) 1s flaring. It reached a peak of 17 Jy a t  8.085 GHz on June 2 and 14 Jy a t  2.7 GHz 
on June 3. By June 5 ,  ~t had dropped to 3 Jy. This is the first major flare after 1985. It 
could flare up in the following weeks. 



Sco N-l was one of the f~ r s t  x-rnq sources to be rrcagni~ed (blacconl t.1 I'962i I h l \  
was detected as a weak radio ernltter by Andrew & Purton (19hK) and a radio \ar!:b:c. b! 
Ables (1969). The NRAO three element in~erferometer obser\anons b! Hjcilrnlng 141: 
Wade (1971) have revealed t h ~ s  to be an unusual rad:o bource u ~ t h  three cumpunent~. on? 
co~ncid~ng wlth the x-ray star and the other two on dppobltt ~1dc3  of it * , th in  2 alcrnln 
from ~t 'She variability was not~ced io be h:ghly errat~c at 1 I I cm 'The radlatron du!:ng 
the flare 1s stronger at longer wavelength than at shorter -..,I:.::~:L:~: suggehrlcg that I L  I, 

nofithermal. Both the radlo spectrum and em~tted power are iansble. Intens~tl \arlat ionj  

on timescales of - 10 min have been observed. This binary system IS the only known 
galactlc object exhibiting radio 3orphology similar to extragaIactlc double radlo sources. 
Geldzahler et al. (1981) have brought out its tnple morphology from their 1980 't'LPI. 
observations. In order to understand the energetics and the k~nematics a 5 yr monitoring 
has been carried on by Geldzahler & Fomalont (1986) with the VLA a t  1.85 GHz uith 
resolution of 0.4 arcsec. They have found three components . an unresolved (< O.! 
arcsec) radio core coincident with the stellar binary system; an unresolved lobe - 1 
arcmin north-east of the core; and an extended (10 arcsec) lobe, - 1 arcrnin south-west of 
the core. The NE lobe is moving away from the core at a veloc~ty of 36 t 5 krn s-' and 
the relative velocity of a hot spot in the SW lobe relative to the core is < 70 km s-I. The 
flux densities of the lobes vary by - 20% over time scales of a year and the vanations 
between the lobes seem to be correlated. They invoke partially coherent processes to 
explain the flux density variations. 

Velusamy & Subrahmanya (1989) have presented new- observations of Sco X-1 at 
j27 MHz with OSRT and at 843 MHz with MOST. Their observations show that the NE 
component exhibits a spectral turn over at - 1.5 GHz. The central component is not seen 
at these frequenc~es. The SE component shows a power law spectrum with ct = - 0.75 
between 0.3 and 5 GHz. The radio structure and spectra resemble those of extragalactic 
double radio sources. The spectral turnover indicates a size of < 1 milliarcsec for the NE 
component which poses difficulties for ram pressure confinement. Two othe; sources 
collinear with the triple source, 18.5 and 31.6 arcmin from the central source have been 
found. These are discussed in the light of models with magnetic focussing. 

Hjellming & Johnston (1988) have developed kinematic and physical models for the 
evolution of synchrotron radio emission in conical twin jets. These models are shown to 
have the characteristics needed to explain the variety of radio properties of x-ray 
binaries. 

5. Conclusion 

In this review, the radio emission from a few of the binary systems has been discussed. It 
is evident that high resolution and high sensitivity observations. especially VLA and 
VLBl have revelaed very interesting aspects of radio emission from the binary systems 
and increased our knowledge of these systems. It is, therefore, possible that higher 
sensitivity and higher resolution and simultaneous multiwavelength observations will not 
only help in understanding these systems better but may reveal many exciting physical 
phenomena. 
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